Industry:

Property Investment &
Development Company

Prior Solution:

Sage Financials

Solution:

Business Central Premium

The Delph Management Story
Delph Management Ltd were on a quest in the summer of 2020 to find a new accounting/ERP system as they
were told that their existing solution was end of life November 2020. This was no easy task with over 60
companies to set up, the challenge was on. The decision was made in August 2020 to implement Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central.

“We owe you D365

Experts and I would
highly recommend
them”
Why you chose D365 Experts?
“D365 Experts came highly recommended by our
group auditors Moore Kingston Smith.

How was
Process?

the

Implementation

“We were expertly led through the process by D365
Experts. They were always available no matter the
time of day and no problem was too big. It was a
very stressful time line for turn-around made very
easy through the expert skill and knowledge from
the team at D365 Experts. All deadlines were met
and we now have a fully functioning fit for purpose
system in place”

How have you found the support
from D365 Experts?

Why choose Dynamics 365
Business Central as the solution
for you?

“Excellent. I would highly recommend D365 Experts
and honesty can`t fault them. Communication is
great, solution is great and the product is fantastic”

“We needed a new solution to replace our existing
product which was due to be discontinued. When
we were presented with the product demonstration
of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central we
knew it was the right product with the correct level
of flexibility to meet our complex needs” comments
Ian Jones – Head of Finance

I would definitely recommend D365 Experts. They
had an immediate understanding of our needs and
translated these into the system effortlessly.

“A special mention and thank you to all the
D365 Experts team: John, Sue, Maria, Phil
and Nick for all the hard work and getting
us back up and running! We owe you”

